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The aim of the article is to provide 
the reader with the basic concept 
of the transformer’s heat utiliza-
tion where a proposed technical 
solution anticipates the installation 
of an additional oil-water heat ex-
changer (ODWF) in the transform-
er's cooling system. An increase in 
the transformer’s cooling capacity 
lowers the oil temperature and re-
duces the transformer’s loss of life 
expectancy. In order to estimate 
the transformer’s oil temperature 
TVSƼPI EW [IPP EW XLI LIEX TS[IV
potential at the water side of the 
ODWF cooler, a numerical investi-
gation was performed on the 150 
MVA 220 / 115 kV transformer unit 
which operates in Podlog substa-
tion in Slovenia. 
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nomical and more suitable for installa-
tion. The cooling principle is common to 
forced, as well as to natural heat dispos-
al. In general, the heat developed in the 
active part of a transformer, as well as in 
other constructional parts, is transferred 
to the internal cooling media, usually oil, 
and, further, through some kind of heat 
exchanger, delivered to an external coolant 
1. Introduction
Heat disposal from large power trans-
formers’ units is achieved mainly 
through an oil-air cooler, in which the 
forced cooling prevails over the natu-
ral one. At higher loss densities, forced 
cooling solutions in the form of compact 
heat exchangers appear to be more eco-
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which is either air or water, depending 
on the exchanger type. The types of cool-
ing with the power transformers are de-
fined by the Standards, here, we refer to 
the IEC 60076-2 Standard as shown in 
Table 1 [3].
The article deals only with the forced 
cooling process OF / OD, where the fo-
cus is put on an assessment of the heat 
loss that it is technically feasible to gain 
out of the transformer unit. A numerical 
consideration of a fully ODAF cooling 
transformer upgraded by the additional 
ODWF cooling system was conducted 
in the study. For this purpose, the param-
eters of a 150 MVA – 220 kV unit which 
operates in Podlog substation (Slovenia) 
were considered in the calculations. Sev-
eral benefits were achieved by the instal-
lation of an additional ODWF cooler; 
firstly, the temperature conditions with-
in the transformer changed in favour 
of its life extension. Another benefit is 
linked directly to the transformer’s heat 
utilization, where the heat carried away 
to the water side of the ODWF compact 
cooler represents a potential energy 
source for the heat pump. The aim of the 
article is not only to estimate the poten-
tially reusable transformer’s heat power, 
but also to provide a reader with a basic 
theoretical and technical framework for 
the practical implementation of the pro-
posed solution [4, 5].
2. Estimation of the 
potential usage of a 
transformer's heat
In order to estimate the utilization of 
transformers’ heat loss it is valuable to 
be acquainted with the temperature 
conditions within the transformer unit, 
which depend on a transformer's losses. 
In general, the calculation of thermal 
profile of the oil and windings is, in the 
numerical sense, rather a comprehensive 
task, which requires construction details 
of the transformer's design, especially 
when the directed cooling of the wind-
ings (OD) is involved with it. Normally, 
the detailed construction parameters are 
not revealed by the manufacturers, thus, 
some simplifications and presumptions 
should be adopted in the numerical 
model [1, 3, 6]:
• Linear thermodynamic properties of 
the oil and the water are presumed for 
convenience
• The addiional ODWF cooler overtakes 
the same rate of transformer's losses at 
all operating conditions
• The transformer is operating near the 
nominal rated power and, therefore, the 
ODAF system is fully activated (all fan 
groups operate with full power)
The proposed conceptual solution for trans-
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2.1 Assessment of the 
WUDQVIRUPHU
VWHPSHUDWXUHSURÀOH
The case study was carried out on the 
operating transformer unit placed in the 
Podlog substation (Slovenia), and the 
transformer's data are collected in Table 
2. The losses were evaluated at the nomi-
nal load and the central tap position. The 
following procedure will provide the 
reader with the basic calculation steps 
involved with the cooling system design 
(Table 2).
From the transformer’s data, the to-
tal losses for which the cooling system 
should be designed can be determined 
by summing up the no-load and the 
short circuit losses, Eq. (1). 
Ptot = Pk + P0                                          (1)
Ptot = 453,2 + 120,4 = 573,6 kW
In the forced cooling principle, it is de-
sired to know the mass flow Φoil and 
the volume flow Ψoil of the oil through 
the cooling system. The rela tions be-
tween the losses and the flows are given 
by Eqs. (2-3), where the temp erature 
drop in the ODAF cooling system, as 
well as the cooler inlet oil tem p erature, 
are presumed to be Δϑ'co = 13°C and 
ϑoic = 83°C respectively, which some-
how reflects real conditions within the 
heat exchanger. From the given temp er -
atures follows the cooler outlet tem-
perature Δϑ'co = 83°C - 13°C = 70°C 
and the mean cooler temperature 
ϑooc =   83°C + 70°C   = 76,5°C, 
at which the specific oil heat 
cp = 2080 Wskg-1°C-1 and specific oil den-
sity ρoil = 849 kgm-3 are addressed. From 
Eq. (3) follows the estimated volume 
flow of the ODAF ’s oil pump when 
the transformer is cooled 100 % by the 
ODAF system. The characteristic oil 
temperatures within the transformer are 
given in Fig. (1) [4, 5].
Besides the heat utilization feasibility, the 




Nominal data Description Value Unit
Owner ELES d.o.o.
Location Substation Podlog, Slovenia




Winding 1 150 MVA
Winding 2 150 MVA
Winding 3 50 MVA
Nominal voltage Un
Winding 1 220 kV
Winding 2 115 kV
Winding 3 10.5 kV
Short circuit losses Pk
Winding 1-Winding 2 (@ 150 MVA) 453.2 kW
Winding 1-Winding 3 (@ 50 MVA) 139.2 kW
Winding 2-Winding 3 (@ 50 MVA) 119.4 kW
No-load losses P0 120.4 kW
Type of cooling 2'$)





       ρoil 
Φoil =       Ptot 
Φoil =       Ptcel        =  573600  = 21,2 kgs-1 
Ψoil =       Φoil         =   21,2   = 0,025 m3s-1          
         (25 ls-1,90 m3h-1)        
Ψoil =      Φoil 
(2)
(3)
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2.2 Transformer's heat utilization 
through the additional oil-water 
heat exchanger (ODWF)
By installing the compact water heat 
exchanger (ODWF) in addition to the 
existing ODAF cooling system, the cool-
ing capacity increases and, consequent-
ly, the temperature conditions within 
the transformer are changed toward the 
lower values. The compact tube design 
ODWF unit can be placed on the remote 
construction and installed easily on the 
transformer tank through the oil filtra-
tion valves, as is shown in Fig. (2). Here, 
the subscripts ' and '' refer to quantities 
pertaining to the ODWF and ODAF 
systems respectively [5]. 
The capacity of the additional ODWF 
cooler should be determined on the ba-
sis of heat demand of the individual sub-
station facilities, but from the practical 
and economical aspect, especially when 
the transformer operates constantly 
near the nominal operating point, it 
is somehow sensible to install a cool-
er with slightly higher cooling capacity 
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the temperature drop Δϑ''co through 
the ODAF system decreases, and at the 
unchanged oil flow rate (i.e.  Φoil = Φ''oil), 
the reduced temperature drop Δϑ''co is 
obtained as follows from Eq. (4). 
The inlet ϑ''oic and the outlet ϑ''oic oil 
temperature related to the ODAF cooler 
is then, with respect to Eq. (4), calculated 
as is indicated by Eq. (5-6). 
The same routine can be adopted to 
demand which allows the transformer 
to engage in an overload regime with re-
duced rate of its life loss expectancy. In 
the study, the cooler with the capacity of 
P'c = 100 kW and a temperature drop of 
Δϑ'co = 8 K was considered in the calcu-
lations. Following the already adopted 
procedure using Eqs. (2-3), the oil flow 
rates (Φ'oil, Ψ'oil) of the additional cooler 
were obtained, Eqs. (2a-3a).
The contribution of the ODWF cooler 
in the cooling process relieves the main 
ODAF system of 100 kW losses, thus, 
evaluate the inlet ϑ'oic  and the outlet ϑ'oic 
oil temperature in the ODWF cooler, 
Eq. (5a-6a).
The tube type oil-water exchangers are 
regularly designed so that the tempera-
ture drop at the water side is somehow 
equal to the temperature drop at the oil 
side of the cooler [1, 7]. Considering the 
aforementioned performance of the 
cooler, the inlet and the outlet tem-
perature of the water can be estimated. 
Presuming the water temperatu re 
entering the cooler to be ϑ'eic = 25°C, 
then its outlet temperature is raised by 
the amount of the temperature drop 
Δϑ'co = 8°C to the value of ϑ'eoc = 33°C. 
As a rule, the maximal temperature dif-
ference between the oil and water with-
in the oil-water exchanger Δϑ'o-e should 
not exceed 60 K, value stated by the IEC 
Standard 60076-2. Therefore, special 
care should be devoted to the water tem-
perature level that enters the exchanger. 
$FRPSDFW WXEHGHVLJQ2':)XQLW FDQEH
placed on the remote construction and 











Φ'oil =       P'c        =  100000   = 6 kgs-1        
Δϑ''co = Ptot - P'c   =   573600-100000 = 10,7K     
ϑ''ooc =  ϑooc  -  Δϑ''co   =  70  -  10,7 =  64,7°C        
ϑ'ooc = ϑooc - Δϑ'co   =  70  -     8     =  66°C        
Ψ'oil =     Φ'oil         =      6       =  








ϑ''oic =  ϑ''ooc + Δϑ''co  =  64,7 + 10,7 = 75,4°C        
ϑ'oic = ϑ'ooc + Δϑ'co  =  66 + 8 = 74°C        




Kn Ptot [kW] P''tot [kW] P'tot [kW]
0.8 410.5 338.6 71.8
0.9 487.5 402.2 85.3
1.0 573.6 473.2 100.4
1.1 668.8 551.7 117
In this case, the difference was 49 K, Eq. 
(7). The temperature conditions within 
the transformer cooled by the combined 
ODAF (100 %) and ODWF (17,5 %) sys-
tem are given in Fig. (3) [3].
The calculated temperature conditions 
shown in Fig. (3) hold for the nominally 
loaded transformer at an ambient tem-
perature of ϑa = 40°C. Regarding the fact 
that the transformer’s load condition, as 
well as the ambient temperature change 
through the day, it is sensible to provide 
the estimation of the temperature condi-
tions by varying the load and the ambi-
ent temperature. 
When the possibility of the transform-
er’s heat utilization through the ODWF 
cooler is concerned, the particularly in-
teresting parameter for estimation is the 
difference between the outlet and the in-
let temperatures at the water side of the 
cooler Δϑ'eo.
The temperature conditions within the 
transformer are dependent mainly on 
the losses which are released as heat 
within the transformer's active parts. 
The losses consist of the steady state and 
the load-based part, where the first one 
pertains to the no-load losses P0, while 
the other relates to the short circuit loss-
es Pkn. The load losses obey the square 
law of a relative load Kn (Kn = S/Sn), as is 
indicated by Eq. (8). The nominal volt-
age at the transformer's terminal was 
adopted in the case study, thus the no-
load losses were considered as constant. 
The total losses are given by Eq. (9).
Pk = PknKn2                                                        (8)
Ptot = PknKn2   + P0                                         (9)
The values of the losses overtaken by the 
individual cooling system are stated in 
Table 3. The division of the losses among 
the ODAF and the ODWF coolers was 
conducted by the presumption that 
82,5 % of the total transformer’s losses 
were passed to the main ODAF cooler 
(P''tot), while the remaining 17,5 % is en-
gulfed by the ODWF cooler (P'tot) at all 
operating conditions Eqs. (10-11).
P''tot = 0.825(PknKn2   + P0)                    (10)
P'tot =0.175 (PknKn2   + P0)    (11)
As long as the transformer is loaded near 
its rated load, an assessment of the oil 
temperature rise at the outlet of the cool-
er with respect to load can be given by 
a linear equation (12), where the factor 
Υooc  represents the ratio between the oil 
temperature rise entering the winding 
Δϑooc  and losses that are carried away by 
the cooler Ptot at the nominal load con-
ditions.
Δϑooc = Υooc (PknKn2   + P0),                    
In the combined ODAF – ODWF cool-
ing system, and by the presumption of 
losses’ division among the coolers (100 % 
ODAF+17,5 % ODWF), the factors 
Υ''ooc, Υ'ooc evaluated at the ambient 
temperature were 5,21∙10-5 °CW-1 and 
26∙10-5 °CW-1, respectively.
The iterative approach in the tempera-
tures’ calculations should be employed, 
not only to encompass the load Kn and 
ambient temperature ϑa range, but also 
to consider the temperature dependence 
of the oil properties, i.e. the specific den-
sity ρ = ρ(ϑ) and specific heat cp = cp (ϑ), 
Eqs. (13-14) [1]. In the calculations, the 
average oil temperature in the cooler was 
used with Eqs. (13-14) [1].
ρ = -0.5814ϑ + 893                     (13)
cp = 4.2ϑ + 1763                               (14)
For the safe and reliable operation, as 
well as for the life expectancy estima-
tion of the transformer, it is essential to 
appreciate the top-oil temperature, thus, 
the inlet temperature in the heat ex-
changers (ODAF ϑ''oic  and ODWF ϑ'oic) 
is presented graphically in Fig. (4). By 
performing the life expectancy analysis, 
one can show that, when the transform-
er is equipped with the additional 100 
kW ODWF cooler, its life expectancy is 
extended by about two and a half times, 
and by this, the favourable effect on the 
transformer’s insulation can be under-
stood. For instance, the decrease of 10 % 
in the top-oil temperature means a re-
duction of the relative loss of life for 
about 60 %. In other words, this means 
that the loss of life for the transformer 
which operates 12 months with 10 % 
reduced top-oil temperature is equal to 
the one which operates 5 months with 
no reduction in the top-oil temperature.
The maximal temperature difference be-
tween the oil and water within the oil-water 





Δϑ'o-e = ϑ'oic - ϑ'eic = 74-25 = 49 K < 60 K       
 Ptot Kn=1
 Υooc =     Δϑooc                ,   Δϑooc = ϑooc -ϑa  
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when the transformer operates near to its nominal rating power
When heat utilization is a subject of 
interest, the temperature difference 
at the water side of the ODWF cooler 
Δϑ'eo should be given too, as it is a key 
parameter, along with the conceptual 
solution of the transformer’s heat em-
ployment as is shown in Fig. (4). Heat-
ing of the facility ’s building is planned 
according to the Standard Guidelines, 
where the heating system is designed by 
means of the desired thermal comfort 
in the building; for this reason, an esti-
mated available heat power at the water 
side of the ODWF cooler P'h,tr with re-
spect to the transformer’s load and am-
bient temperature is also provided in 
Fig. (5) [1, 4, 5, 8].
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not only enables the heat to be used in 
the heating process of the substations’ 
facilities, but also increases the cool-
ing capability of the transformer unit, 
which has a favourable effect regarding 
the transformer’s life expectancy. The 
case study simulations showed that 
the transformer’s heat power potential 
could be estimated straightforwardly 
when the transformer operates near 
to its nominal rating power, as well as 
towards the transformer’s heat utiliza-
tion encompasses the installation of 
the oil-water heat exchanger (ODWF) 
in addition to the existing main cool-
ing system. The installation does not 
require any invasive intervention on 
the transformer’s tank, because the 
ODWF heat exchanger is predicted to 
be placed on the remote console and 
joined with the transformer through 
the oil sample valves. Such approach 
To highlight the impact of the addition-
al ODWF heat exchanger to the top oil 
temperature (ϑ''oic), the additional figure, 
Figure 6, is provided for the case when 
the transformer operates with (dash 
lines) and without (solid lines) addition-
al ODWF cooler.
Conclusion
The proposed conceptual solution 
7DEOH([SODQDWLRQRIV\PEROVDSSHDULQJWKURXJKWKHDUWLFOH
Description Value
ϑoic, ϑ'oic (ODWF), ϑ''oic (ODAF) Cooler inlet oil temperature 
ϑooc, ϑ'ooc (ODWF), ϑ''ooc (ODAF) Cooler outlet oil temperature 
ϑoac, ϑ'oac (ODWF), ϑ''oac (ODAF) Cooler average oil temperature
Δϑco, Δϑ'co (ODWF), Δϑ''co (ODAF) 'LIIHUHQFHRIFRROHULQOHWDQGRXWOHWRLOWHPSHUDWXUH
ϑ'eic Cooler inlet water temperature 
ϑ'eoc Cooler outlet water temperature 
 ϑ'eac Cooler average water temperature 
Δϑ'eo 'LIIHUHQFHRIFRROHULQOHWDQGRXWOHWZDWHUWHPSHUDWXUH
 Δϑ'o-e 'LIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQRLODQGZDWHULQOHWWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKH2':)FRROHU
ϑ'eoh Output temperature of water from a heat pump 
ϑ–om Mean inlet cooler oil temperature
ϑ–ooc Mean outlet cooler oil temperature
 ϑ–oic Mean inlet cooler oil temperature
ϑa Ambient temperature
 Φoil, Φ'oil (ODWF), Φ''oil (ODAF) 0DVVRLOÀRZ
Ψoil, Ψ'oil (ODWF), Ψ''oil (ODAF) 9ROXPHRLOÀRZ
Ψ'wat 9ROXPHZDWHUÀRZ
Pk Load losses
 P0 No-load losses
Ptot, P'tot(ODWF), P''tot(ODAF) Total losses carried out by cooler
P'h,tr Power delivered to a heat pump
Υooc, Υ'ooc(ODWF), Υ''ooc(ODAF) Ratio between the oil temperature rise entering the winding and  losses carried away by the cooler 
 Kn Load factor
ρ 6SHFL¿FRLOGHQVLW\
 cp 6SHFL¿FRLOKHDW
Sn Nominal power of a transformer
 Un Nominal transformer voltage 
TECHNOLOGY
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Life expectancy analysis show that the life 
expectancy of a transformer equipped with 
DQ DGGLWLRQDO  N: 2':) FRROHU LV H[-
tended by about two and a half times
that the top-oil temperature inside the 
transformer decreased by almost 10 % 
(7,6°C). To exploit the full capability 
of the additional heat exchanger, the 
one provided should have a sufficient 
amount of cooling water, which could 
be stored in the oil containment or 
special water pool. In practical appli-
cations, the efficiency of all elements 
involved in the cooling and heating 
process should be considered in detail, 
which yields that, in the real case, the 
transformer’s heat utilization would 
somehow be lower than is obtained by 
the simulations.
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